Taking your research further…
Once your article is published, how far can it go? How can readers discover and engage
with your research? Here at the BDJ we want to support you as much as we can to ensure
your article is visible whereever the reader starts their search.
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Altmetrics monitors online
attention and measures social
impact. Altmetric shows
that papers in the British
Dental Journal consistently
receive the highest number
of mentions of any dental
journal in the world. It is the
one that gets most people
talking about its content.
The Altmetric Attention Score
represents the amount of
attention an article picked up.
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In the News!
Sports drinks
may have adverse
effects on teens’
dental health

High sport drink use among
young teens ‘risk to health’
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Resulting in
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article views in the first
3 months since publication
in June 2016.
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What the authors said…
Publication in the BDJ, BDJ Bites and a multidisciplinary press
release all worked together to get this important (dental)
public health message out to an audience which was so
much wider than the usual suspects.
The submission process was made so much easier with the
personal touch from the editorial team.
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